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Curiosity for Better Learning 
Welcome to McREL International!
McREL helps schools in all kinds of communities get better. We do that by helping clients analyze their performance, identify the root causes of challenges, build their staff capacities, and find the underused bright spots they can scale up to make an even bigger difference for every student.
















Services we provide . . .
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Analysis and alignment of curriculum, instruction, assessment, and standards
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Professional development, learning, and coaching for teachers, principals, and system leaders
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Research, data analysis, logic models, and program evaluations
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School improvement strategies, action planning, implementation support, and technical assistance









What our clients are saying . . .



“Clarity in communication, time for turnaround, and professionalism were all excellent. Everything produced for this project by the McREL team was high quality.” – Jaren Smith, program lead, data & learning, Colorado Education Initiative





“We get frequent feedback from McREL. If we need to change direction or we’re not getting what we want, they’re very responsive and supportive.” – Jessica O’Muireadhaigh, director of mental health and counseling, Aurora Public Schools, Colorado





“McREL acutally could see and guide us through some problems of practice even before we did!”
 – Rachel Belin, managing partner, Kentucky Student Voice Team
















Let’s work together to achieve your goals! Start a conversation on how we can support your school or organization.
 






Contact Us!
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